
The next 7 years in 
technology, business 

and society



Technology Humanity

#digitalethics
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Exponential and combinatorial change: ‘gradually then suddenly’ is the new normal  



Humanity will change 

more in the next 20 

years than in the 

previous 300 years



Game-changers



Are humans the 

horses of the 

digital  

era?



McKinsey estimates that 23 percent of a lawyer’s job can be automated



A tidal wave of transformative shifts, impacting professional series 
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Digitization | Automation | Virtualisation | Mobilisation… LegalZoom example



The rise of smart software and ‘intelligent’ machines represents a tidal shift in our society



Artificial Intelligence: “Computer systems able to perform tasks that 

normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech 

recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages”



Artificial Intelligence: Computer systems that turn information and data into KNOWLEDGE 
(Demis Hassabis @ DeepMind)



Data is the new oil, and AI is the new electricity



  “We will move from ‘mobile first’ to an AI-first world” (Sundar @ Google)     
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Speaking to machines ‘like speaking to a friend’



The  

immediate  

opportunity:  

Intelligent  

Assistance  

(IA - not AI)







“Algorithms outperform human intelligence when it is NOT about understanding 

emotional states, intentions, interpretations, deep semantic skills, consciousness,  

self-awareness and flexible intelligence*  (Luciano Floridi)



As machines are starting to acquire knowledge, humans can - and must -  
 move up the food-chain towards understanding, imagination, wisdom…



…  move up the food-chain towards understanding, imagination, wisdom…



Human intelligence 

is not defined by a 

single dimension -  

“smarter than 

humans”  

is not a very  

useful concept 
https://www.lovetoknow.com/



“Never mistake a 

clear view for a 

short distance”  
Paul Saffo
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Passion, persuasion, imagination and storytelling will remain key to your future success



   Thought-Leadership in the “Ethics of Technology” (Digital Ethics) is crucial

"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right  
(or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        

adapted from Potter Stewart



SOFTWARE IS EATING THE WORLD  
(Marc Andreessen)



Software is eating the law?



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…



    … and the End of Routine is coming
 But the end of routine tasks does not mean the end of human work



Anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   



New skills, talents and mindsets that every legal professional needs to embrace 



Humanity 
Ethics 
Creativity 
Imagination

Science 
Technology 
Engineering  
Mathematics



“For the time being, experience 

like mine is something people 

are willing to pay for.  

What clients don’t want to pay 

for is any routine work.  

But the trouble is that 

technology makes more and 

more work routine”



As everything moves into the cloud, 
VALUE will be determined by 

relevance, purpose, relationship, 
meaning and experience



’Working like a robot’ is not our future



 Provide indispensable EXPERIENCES, transform your clients





Don’t use technology just to make things more efficient - use it to MAKE NEW THINGS



Imagine

Observe

Create

Understand

#FutureMindset

The future is no longer a timeframe, it’s a mindset!



Thought-leadership increasingly translates to MARKET LEADERSHIP





“The future belongs 

to those that  

can hear it coming” 

David Bowie



Thanks for your time 
and attention!


